
 

EUROPALMS Inflatable figure Penguin "Fred", 120cm
Inflatable penguin Fred

Art. No.: 83314720
GTIN: 4026397573329

The article is no longer in our assortment.

Logistic

EAN / GTIN: 4026397573329

Weight: 1,12 kg

Length: 0.20 m

Width: 0.09 m

Heigth: 0.25 m

Description:

Ideal for your winter decoration: Equipped with a warm scarf and cap, the little penguin is
perfectly prepared for the cold season. He's just waiting for the start signal to romp around in
the snow with his friends.
The inflatable figure of Europalms has an overall size of approx. 120 cm and can't be
overlooked even in the twilight, as it is discreetly illuminated from the inside by cold white LEDs.

And this is how simple it is:
For operation, connect the figure permanently to the power supply via its 1.70 long cable. It then
inflates to its full size by itself. The IP44 protection class also allows it to be set up in protected
outdoor areas.
After the season the figure can be folded up again to save space.

Features:

- Figurine  glowing
- Easy to assemble
- Self-inflating
- Space-saving storing

Technical specifications:

Power connection: Fixed power supply cord with AC adapter

Effect: Figurine glowing
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Setup: Easy to assemble; self-inflating; Space-saving
storing

Standing/fixation: Free standing; Some loops; anchor lines; Ground
anchor

Dimensions: Height: 1,2 m

Weight: 1,003 kg
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